Exhibit Schedule
Formed in Fire: The Joyce Anderson
Glass Collection
(Oct. 25, 2020 – April 11, 2021)
Joyce Anderson has been collecting fine
Czech pieces for a lifetime, and the NCSML
is the fortunate recipient of many stunning
examples of glass and porcelain. The exhibit
will feature exquisite Moser vases, enameled
oak leaves and insects, and glass jewels.
Amphora pottery with
arts and crafts motifs will
also be on display. Royal
Dux porcelain, formed
into intricate figures
and whimsical animals,
is a major element of
the collection. Perfume
bottles, vanity glass,
animal figurines, and
wine sets round out the
exhibit. Visitors will also
have the opportunity
to see video footage of
work at various Czech
glass houses, and will
gain an understanding of how sand and
clay are almost magically manipulated to
become works of art.

Support for the NCSML Exhibition Fund comes from Joyce and John Anderson.
Exhibits are sponsored in part by Western Fraternal Life.

Good Idea Slovakia
(Sept. 19, 2020 – Jan. 31, 2021)
Good Idea Slovakia is both the slogan
and the brand of Slovakia. It is part of an
ad campaign to encourage tourism and
industry in Slovakia. The panels highlight
Slovak advancement and treasures, in the
fields of Innovation, Culture, Travel, Sports,
Business, and Education.

Stitching History From the Holocaust
(Nov. 21, 2020 – March 21, 2021)
Stitching History From the Holocaust uses
the narrative of one couple to explore the
Holocaust by bringing to life the innovative
dress designs of Hedy Strnad. Hedy and her
husband Paul originally sent these designs

to Paul’s cousins in America as part of
their effort to escape Prague in 1939. That
effort ultimately failed, and these beautiful
dresses serve not only as a unique memorial
for a lost talent, but also as a touchstone
for discussion about the human cost of
the Holocaust and the plight of refugee
populations.

Visit NCSML.org/exhibits to learn more and
to view a full list of sponsors.
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